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Summary

The aim of this report is to investigate how an electrical conducting non-uniformity
(clot) is influenced by turbulence, viscosity, heat-conduction and cold gas penetrating
it. A simulation program has been written that can simulate all gasdynamic and
electrodynamic phenomena in two dimensions. The large gradients in gasdynamical
and electrodynamical quantities ask for a special numerical treatment. The numerical
method ofFlux Corrected Transport has been used to solve the full set of conservation
equations including heat-conduction and viscosity.

The simulations show that viscosity and heat-conduction have a negative influence on
the quality of the non-uniformity. The power output of the MHO channel in
simulations with viscosity and heat-conduction is less than in simulations without.
Espacially the heat-conduction has a great negative effect. To find realistic simulation
results these effects can not be neglected.

The clot changes it's shape by convection. The penetration ofcold gas into the clot and
the heating of cold gas have only a small influence on the clot shape. This means that
the power output of an MHD channel will not change much when only the clot is
seeded with ceasium or potassium.

The simulation program can not yet give accurate predictions for the enthalpy
extraction of an MHD channel with clots. The computer codes need extension such
that channel divergence can be taken into account. Further radiation losses and the
variation of heat capacity should be introduced.
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Nomenclature

Surface area

Magnetic induction vector
Specific heat
Internal energy

Electric field vector
Force vector
Enthalpy

Unity matrix

Current density vector
Heat-conduction coefficient
Load factor
Viscosity
Pressure
Energy
Gas constant
Load resistance
Plasma resistance
Mass density
Electrical conductivity
Time
Time interval
Temperature
Shear stress tensor
Velocity vector

Anti diffusion between grid points i and i+ 1
Corrected anti diffusion between grid points i and i+ 1
Sound velocity on grid point i
Low order transportive (convective) flux
High order transportive (convective) flux
Number ofgrid points
FCT 'pressure' on grid point i
FCT 'pressure' of equation m
FCT 'density' on grid point i at time step n
FCT 'density' of equation m
FCT transported and diffused density at time step n
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Chapter 1 Introduction

The efficiency of today's best electrical power stations is about 50%. To minimise fuel
consumption and environmental pollution, a system for the conversion of heat to
electricity with an efficiency as high as possible is desirable. To increase this efficiency
a system with a larger ratio between inlet and outlet temperature must be used. The
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) generator is a device which permits operations at high
inlet temperatures. A MHD generator can be used in addition to conventional power
plants to cover the high temperature conversion.

Magnetohydrodynamic generators produce electricity with an ionised gas flowing
through a channel with a strong magnetic field perpendicular to the flow direction. The
ionised particles induce an electric field perpendicular to the magnetic field because of
the Lorenz-force. This electric field can be used to feed an external load; the gas
enthalpy is converted into electricity. The DC-power output must be converted to
three phase AC-power by an inverter for further use.

Open-cycle MHD generators need a very high temperature (and potassium or caesium
seeding) to reach the electrical conductivity needed for the conversion. The outlet
temperature will be too high to be used for conventional conversion immediately and
the use of seeding materials will make the generator expensive. To increase the
effective temperature range (and to decrease seeding) of the generator it can be useful
to introduce highly conducting non-uniformities in the gas flow. These non
uniformities ('clots') have a much higher temperature then the surrounding gas. The
cold gas will 'push' the clots through the channel. The tasks of the gas in the non
uniform MHD are splitted: the clots will carry the current and the cold gas supplies the
expansion work. The combination ofMHD with clots and conventional conversion like
steam and gas turbines can reach efficiencies up to 60%.

The subject of the research reported here, was the behaviour of a clot in a MHD
channel flow to find the relative importance of the mechanisms that influence the
quality of the clot. The quality of a clot decreases when the temperature (conductivity)
decreases. Cooling mechanisms of the clot are the heat-conduction and the convection
of cold mass through the clot (figure 1.1). Viscosity can increase the length of the clot
boundary and by this influence the total heat losses. The heating mechanism of the clot
is the ohmic dissipation of the current. This dissipation can be controlled externally by
changing the load-factor of the MHD generator. A balance between heating and
cooling of the clot is important for the stability of the clot. Earlier simulations ofMHD
with non-uniformity's [Bit86] did not include turbulence, heat-conduction, viscosity
and the possibility for the cold gas to penetrate the clot. All these mechanisms can
influence the conductivity of the clot and have to be examined to determine their
relative importance for the cooling of the clot. Only then an estimation can be made
about the range of realistic load-factors and power outputs.



clot

Source (Ohmic dissipation)

Convection (Cold gas penetrating the clot)

Diffusion (Heat-conduction)

figure 1.1: Heating and cooling mechanisms of the clot.

A simulation program had to be written that could simulate all gasdynamic and
electrodynamic phenomena in two dimensions. Because of the large gradients in
gasdynamical and e1ectrodynamical quantities near the clot, a special numerical method
had to be used to obtain realistic simulation results. The method of Flux Corrected
Transport can simulate such gradients without large numerical diffusion effects.
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Chapter 2 Physical model

2.1 Gasdynamic model

The gasdynamical part of the physical model for the MHD simulations must include all
aspects of the gasdynamics. Effects like viscosity and heat-conduction will be included
for examining the effects of these mechanisms on the interaction between the clot and
the surrounding gas. Turbulence in the gas flow will enlarge these effects even more.

The gasdynamic model is based on the set of conservation equations: conservation of
mass, conservation of momentum and conservation of energy. These equations are
found by calculating the Bolzman Equation for a one-molecular gas [Mit73]. This set
of equations is generally refered to as the 'Navier-Stokes Equations'. The simulated gas
(C02) is assumed to be a single species gas, even at high temperatures.

~ p + V.[py] =0
Ot:

; pE+ V .[pEy +py - toy - kVT] == Q

2.1

2.2

2.3

The equation of mass conservation (2.1) shows the local changes in mass density
depending on the convective mass transport. The equation of conservation of
momentum (2.2) is a three dimensional vector equation. The local change in
momentum not only depends on the convective momentum transport, but also on the
local pressure gradient and viscous forces. On the right hand side of the equation an
extra vector F is included for external sources influencing the local momentum. The
equation of conservation of energy (2.3) also has an extra term Q to include external
energy sources influencing the local energy. Further the local change in energy is
depending on the heat production of the friction forces and the conduction of heat in
case of local temperature gradients.

p==RpT 2.4

2.5

2.6

Equations 2.4 and 2.5 show the gas law and the internal energy. Equation 2.6 shows
the shear stress tensor with viscosity J.1. All gasdynamic equations together introduce
four thermodynamic properties: the gas constant R, the specific heat constant Cv, heat
conduction coefficient k and viscosity ~l. For the simulated gas CO2 these properties
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have not a constant value in the range of temperatures of the simulations. With the
NASA SP-273 Chemical Equilibrium Computer Code [Gor76], the values of these
properties have been calculated in the range of 1000 K to 5000 K. In table 2.1 some
results of these calculations are shown, with a constant pressure at 1 Bar. The pressure
variation in the gas does not change the thermodynamic properties as much as the
temperature variation does.

rt'
TABLE 2.1

fth dC I ltdacu a e va ues 0 ermo lynamlc prope les
Temperat. R Cv (Cp) k ~

[K] [J/kgK] [J/kgK] [J/kgK] [J/sKm] [kg/ms]

1000 188.8 1044 1234 0.068 39.5 10-6
1500 188.9 1157 1347 0.100 51.4 10-6
2000 190.2 1679 1898 0.189 61.4 10-6

2500 201.4 3831 4218 0.546 70.0 10-6
3000 236.7 6894 7632 1.122 94.8 10-6
3500 292.5 7813 8829 1.456 112.6 10-6
4000 344.9 5376 6274 1.113 125.7 10-6

4500 369.0 2272 2827
5000 375.3 1322 1750

The values of the thermodynamic properties have a large variation in this temperature
range. But to make the simulations not too much complicated, average values for these
properties are used in the simulation program (table 2.2). The simulation results can
therefore not be considered as quantitatively exact values.

rt"
TABLE 2.2

fth dU dse va ues 0 ermo lynamlc prope les
Gas constant Specific heat Heat conduction Viscosity

R [J/kgK] Cv [J/kgK] k [J/sKm] ~l [kg/ms]

250 3000 1.0 1.0.10-4

Because of the high Reynolds-number of the simulated channel flow, the flow will be
turbulent. In turbulent flows the effective values for the viscosity and heat conduction
can be up to 100 times larger as in laminar flows [Hir90]. To include this turbulence in
the gas dynamical model in a simple way, the assumption is made that the turbulence
distribution in the channel is homogenous. (Near the channel walls this assumption is
incorrect; the flow will be more turbulent near the wall). With this assumption
turbulence can be modelled by using a multiplication factor that enlarges the values of
viscosity and heat conduction. In the simulation program this multiplication factor has
a value of 100 to maximise turbulent influences. The resulting turbulent
thermodynamic properties are shown in table 2.3.
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r1"
TABLE 2.3

ft b I tth dU dse va ues 0 ur u en erma lynamlc prope les
Gas constant Specific heat Turbulent Turbulent

R [J/kgK] Cv [J/kgK] heat conduction viscosity
k [J/sKm] ~l [kg/ms]

250 3000 100 1.0.10-2

In the simulation program thermal radiation from the hot plasma is neglected, because
it is very difficult to model the absorption of radiation. The thermal radiation would
mainly influence the energy balance in the region of the hot clot. An estimation for the
radiative emmision losses per square meter of the clot surface is given in equation 2.7.
When E = 0.1, a = 5.10-8 [Pai69] and the clot temperature is 4000 K these losses will
be about 1.3 MW/m2. In paragraph 4.3 the heat-conduction losses of a clot with an
average boundary surface of 0.5 m2 is estimated to be about 4.3 MW. In future
versions of the simulation program this emmision of radiation can be included anyway
by using equation 2.3, still neglecting the absorbtion.

Prudiation =Ear 2.7

2.2 Electrodynamic model

The electrodynamic model describes coupling of the gasdynamics and electrodynamics
through the Lorenz force and the dissipation. In figure 2.1 the directions of the
magnetic field, the current and the gas flow are shown. The plasma flows in the x
direction. The magnetic field is oriented in the y direction (external magnetic field).
The self induced magnetic induction of the current is neglected because the magnetic
Reynolds number is assumed to be near zero. The current has only a value in z
direction. This can be the case when the assumption is made that the MHD channel has
infinitely fine segmented electrodes. The simulation program will simulate the x-y
plane.

Neglecting the Hall effect, the magnitude of the current density in the plasma is given
by the generalised Ohm's law (2.8). The current in the z-direction is given by 2.9. The
proportion between the external load resistance and the internal gas resistance plus the
external load gives the load factor (2.10). When a constant magnetic field in y
direction and a constant load factor are assumed, the electric field in z-direction will
have the value of equation 2.11. Now the Ohm's law can be simplified to equation 2.12
[Mit73, ch. IV].

2.8
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2.9

2.10

2.11

2.12

....
V gasflow

electrodes

>

X-Z plane

V ...,flow > (J;) dol

X-Yplane

figure 2.1: Magnetic field, current and flow direction of the MHD channel.

Now the sources on the right hand side of the gasdynamic equations 2.2 and 2.3 can be
specified. In equation 2.2 this is the Lorenz force in negative x direction. In equation
2.3 this is the ohmic dissipation and the work of the Lorenz force. Equations 2.13 and
2.14 give these sources.

2.13

2.14

The electrical conductivity of the plasma (0) is a function of local temperature and
pressure. The data which is used to determine this function is empirical and can be
approximated by a curve fit. The simulation program supports two different
approximations: an exponential and a polynomial temperature dependence fit. The first
one is found in [Bit86], the second is found by fitting calculated conductivity results of
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the NASA SP-273 Chemical Equilibrium Computer Code [Gor76]. Both
approximations have almost the same dependence on pressure. In appendix A the
conductivity functions are specified. In figure 2.2 the temperature dependence of these
functions are shown with a pressure of I Bar. The exponential function has a solid line,
the polynomial function has a dashed line.
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figure 2.2: Two functions for conductivity: exponential (solid line) and
polynomial (dashed line).

For the simulations with high temperature clots the exponential function is not
accurate. It only provides a good approximation for temperatures under 3000 K. For
the simulations of chapter 4 only the polynomial function was used with a cut-off
temperature of 5000 K.
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2.3 System of equations for simulation

When equations 2.1 - 2.3 and 2.13 - 2.14 are combined, the complete system of
equations for the simulation is found. The simulation program will use a two
dimensional approximation. The two-dimensional system of equations is given in 2.15 
2.18.

a a a
-p+-pv +-pv =0 2.15at ax x Oy y

~PE+ ~ [pEvx +pvx-('!xx +'!Xy)v x-k;' TJ+ 2.18

+Z[pEvy +pvy -('!YX +'!yy)vy - k ~ T] = -crv~B~kL(l- kL)

These four equations can be written in one general formulation (2.19). The simulation
program has only one general routine that is used by all four equations.

a a a a a
-R+-RW +-RW +-P +-P =Sat ax x Oy y Ox x Oy y

2.4 Physical boundary conditions

2.19

The simulation program has three types of boundary conditions: the transparency
condition, the symmetry condition and the solid wall condition. At the entrance and the
exit of the MHO channel the transparency condition is used. This condition must not
produce any reflections or other disturbances in the flow boundary. At the walls of the
channel the solid wall boundary condition is used. Here the flow must reflect on the
boundary. The symmetry boundary condition can be used in case of a symmetrical clot
in the channel. With this condition it is possible to calculate only half the channel and
reduce calculation time by a factor 2.

Transparency condition:

To make sure the transparency condition does not introduce disturbances in the
channel, the gradients of the gasdynamic properties in the direction of the channel must
be zero.

8



Solid wall condition:

For the solid wall some assumption must be made to make a relative simple physical
boundary condition. First we assume the wall to be adiabatic. In this case there is no
energy flux through the wall and the temperature derivative normal to the boundary
will be zero. Secondly we assume the pressure derivative normal to the boundary to be
zero; the Reynolds thin layer assumption [Hir90). As result of these assumptions the
derivative of mass density will be zero at the boundary too. The gas velocity at the
boundary is taken zero (viscous flow).

On the boundary:

~T == °an '
8

anP==O,

Symmetry condition:

At a boundary with the symmetry condition the gasdynamic properties must be equal
on both sides of the boundary. Therefore the first and second order derivatives normal
to the boundary of all gasdynamic properties must be zero. Also the velocity normal to
the boundary must be zero on the boundary, to make sure there can be no flux crossing
the symmetrical boundary.

On the boundary:

82

-1V I =° and v D =O.an-
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Chapter 3 Nunlerical scheme

3.1 The conventional FCT method

One of the important features of simulating MHO flows with non-uniformities is the
strong influence of the processes localised in the relatively small hot clot volume.
These processes induce steep gradients in gasdynamic properties like temperature and
pressure. When simple low order numerical schemes are used to simulate such a flow,
numerical diffusion can be larger than the real physical mechanisms that are simulated.
Simple high order schemes have less numerical diffusion, but they produce non
physical ripples near steps in gasdynamic quantities. The scheme then tries to fit this
step in a higher order polynomial approximation and introduces under- and over-shoot
values. For these reasons a more sophisticated method must be found that can provide
for high accuracy even in the description of regions with strong gradients.

The Flux Corrected Transport (FCT) method highly satisfies these conditions. This
method was first published about by Boris & Book [Bor73], initially a one dimensional
scheme. Later they and also others published about better and more general schemes.
The conventional FCT method uses the continuity equation of 3.1. This equation
describes the local change in (mass) density as result of convective transport of density
(density fluxes).

3.1

The FCT method makes a few steps to calculate the new density distributions. First a
low order numerical calculation is used to find a low order solution including the non
physical numerical diffusion. Secondly a high order numerical calculation is used
together with the low order solution to find the anti-diffusion. This antidiffusion is an
approximation for the surplus of numerical diffusion in the low order calculation. Then
a non linear procedure is used to 'correct' the calculated antidiffusion in order to find
values that will not introduce ripples in the final solution. The final solution is found by
subtracting the corrected antidiffusion from the calculated low order solution to
eliminate the numerical diffusion.

Formally the procedure is as follows (n = calculation step, i = grid point):

1) Compute the transportive (convective) flux given by a low order scheme: FLi+1/2•

2) Compute the transportive (convective) flux given by a high order scheme: FHi+l!2'

3) Define the antidiffusive flux: A,+1/2 = FHi+l!2 - FLi+I12 .

4) Compute the updated low order 'transported and diffused' solution:

10
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figure 3.1: Graphic visualisation of the FCT method.

5) Limit the antidiffusive flux in such way that pn+ I as computed in step 6 below is
free ofextrema not found in ptdj or pllj:
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6) Apply the limited antidiffusive fluxes:

Figure 3.1 gives a graphic visualisation of the FCT method. The critical step in the
FCT is step 5, the flux limiting or correction. In absence of this step the method would
simply be the time advanced high order solution. The correction step is non-linear and
makes it difficult to state the exact order of the FCT scheme.

The numerical scheme as was used in the simulation program can calculate the FCT on
a non-uniform mesh [Mor85]. The scheme has a fourth order approximation for the
high order solution, so the over all order of accuracy of the used FCT scheme is
greater than four. The antidiffusive corrector procedure which is used with this scheme
is given in [ZaI78]. The grid mesh is defined as the set (Xi I i=l,N), so that two
interleaved mesh spacings may be specified:

Grid point distances:

Grid point volumes:
OX i+l12 =X;+I-Xi

ox; =-t[OX i+1I2 + OX i _1I2 ]

Flow velocity halfway between grid points: v i+1I2 =t [v i + V i+I]·

Define:

Calculate low order solution:

3.2

Now can be calculated the antidiffusive fluxes (in fact two steps are calculated here in
one time: the calculation of the high order solution and subtracting the low order
solution from it):

A - II BX
j
+

l12 [ptd ptd
] + 3 3i+1I2 - "'i+l/2~ i+1 - i . a

+ .1 11 liXi+112 [_ OX; +312 ( n _ n ) BX;+112 ( n _ n) OXj+112 ( n _ n)_ OXj_ll2( n _ n )J
6"'i+112 oXi lixj+1 Pi+2 Pi+1 + oXi+\ Pi+1 Pi + ox; Pi+1 Pi lixj Pi Pi-I

A = It oXi_112 [ptd - ptd ] + 33b
i-1I2 to i-1/2 8x; ii-I .

+1.11 lixi_112 [_ liXi+1I2( n _ n)+ liXi_1I2( n _ n )+ liXi_ll2( n _ n)_ liX;_312( n _ n )]
6 t-"i-l/2 lixi lixi Pi+l Pi lixi Pi Pi-l oXi_1 Pi Pi-l lixi_1 Pi-l Pi-2

Here is defined:

To prevent the anti diffusion from introducing maxima or minima in the solution, or
accentuating existing maxima, the antidiffusive flux estimates must be limited:

12



Define: S . [Id td]=sIgn Pi+l - Pi and lSI =1

Anti diffusive correction:

A~1I2 =S.max[O, min[S·(p~z -P~l)' IAi+l/zl, S·(p~ -P~l)J]

A~I/z =S.max[O, min[S,(p~l-P~),!Al - 1I2 1, S'(P~l -p~z)]]

3Aa

3Ab

These limited anti diffusive fluxes may then be used to compute the final value of the
updated density:

0+1 td A C A C
Pi =Pi - i+1/2 + ;-1/2 3.5

Although the FCT algorithm has been found in practice to be sufficiently accurate it
must be noted that the method has not yet been placed on a solid analytic foundation
because of the non linearities (eq. 3.4) in the method.

3.2 The FCTX method

To be able to use the FCT method for the equations ofthe physical model in chapter 2
(eq. 2.13 - 2.17) two extra terms have to be added to the general FCT formulation of
3. 1. The one dimensional FCTX equation which is used for the simulations includes
therefore a 'pressure' term and a source term (3.6).

a a a
-p+-pv +-p =Sat ax xax x

3.6

To include this 'pressure' term in the FCT routine it is treated like a diffusion term as
described by Morrow & Cram [Mor8S]. This diffusion term only changes the low
order solution of the general FCT method:

3.7

The source term on the right hand side of equation 3.6 can not be included in the FCT
routine. It will be treated independently after each calculation step. In [Mor8l] a
method is described which uses a two step Runge-Kutta routine:

The value of the source is calculated as function of the old density:

S~ =f(pn

We assume now that the new density IS calculated usmg the FCT routine with
'pressure' term.

13



A halftime step solution between the old and new density is calculated with S~:

3.8

The value of the half time step source is calculated as function of the half time step
density:

Finally the new full time step density is calculated using the half time step source:

3.9

To calculate the two dimensional FCTX solution, the method can be used in the
perpendicular grid direction independently without any change. Zalesak gives in
[ZaI79] a special corrector routine for two dimensional simulations, but the differences
between calculations with this special corrector or without are only few percent.
However the calculation time increases much more !

In the two dimensional simulation the new density is calculated first by running FCT
(with 'pressure' term) in the two perpendicular directions. After this the source is
calculated.

3.3 From physical model to numerical model

As was shown in chapter 2, the equations of the physical model (eq. 2.15 - 2.18) can
be written in one general form (2.19). This form is the two dimensional appearance of
the FCTX formulation. The four equations of the physical model have now to be
rewritten in such way they only have 'densities', 'velocities', 'pressures' and 'sources'.
Each equation will be discussed below independently. The four equations will have
four independent variables: the 'densities'. The 'velocities', 'pressures' and 'sources' are
function of these 'densities'.

14



Conservation of mass (2.15):

With: R1= P, W1X = Vx and W1y = vY •

Conservation of momentum in x direction (2.16):

With: R2 =pv x' W2x = Vx' W2y =Vy ,

P2x =P-~l[t~-t~], P2y =-~l[~+~] and S2 =-crvxB~(1-kL)'

Conservation of momentum in y direction (2.17):

With: R3 = pvy' Wh = Vx' W3y =Vy ,

Ph =-~[~ + ~:] and P3y =P - ~l[t ~ - t a;; J.

Conservation of energy (2.18):

3.10

3.11

3.12

3.13

With: R4 =pE, W4x = vx[l+ tE]' W4y = vAl+k],

P4x = -~lVx[t~ - t ~ ] - ~lVy[~ + ~ ] - k ~ ,

P4y = -~lVy[t ~ - t~] - ~lVx[~ + ~]- k~ and 54 = -crv;B~kL(l- kL)

During the simulation only the 'densities' are independent variables. All other
gasdynamic properties can be calculated from these 'densities':

RV =_3
y R'

1

- [R - Ri+R;] . ....R....P - 4 2R1 Cv '

15
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3.4 Time step determination

The time step is recalculated every simulation stage to find the maximum time step size
within the stability criteria. The maximum possible time step can be calculated by
applying equation 3.14 on equations 3.10 - 3.13. The most little value for the time step
found by this procedure will be the maximal possible time step for the next simulation
step.

~ • [8X. 8x·R . R .]ut < mIn t • n.. n.l
Wn,i' Pn,i 'Sn,i 3.14

The first condition of equation 3.14 is given by Boris & Book [Bor73]. The second
can be calculated by using the same condition on the diffusion term. The third
condition is given by Morrow [Mor81].

The simulation program uses a simplified time step determination routine. The
maximum speed of information transport through the grid is calculated with the local
speed of sound and local mass velocity. Together with the local grid distance we find
the time step of equation 3. 15. (In fact this is the first of the conditions of equation
3.14).

3.15

In the simulation program this maximum time step is multiplied by a factor between 0
and 1 to find the simulation time step. This factor is the Courant Number [Wo084] of
the simulation. Most simulations of chapter 4 have been made with a Courant Number
of 0.3. If the Courant Number is less than 0.3 the simulation accuracy increases only a
little, while extra simulation time is needed.

3.5 Numerical boundary conditions

To be able to simulate the physical boundary conditions of paragraph 2.4, two extra
grid points are needed outsjde-the boundary (figure 3.2). In this way the fourth order
FCTX scheme can calculate the rew densities without any special boundary treatment
in the scheme. After each I. simulation step these extra boundary points must be given
values by a special boundary routine. These values are calculated from the values of
the grid points at and inside of the boundary, in such way they approximate the
physical boundary condition.

The numerical boundary condition for the 'densities' which are used for the simulation
can be calculated from the physical boundary conditions of chapter 2. Grid point 0 is
the boundary, points -2 and -1 are the extra points outside the boundary. The boundary
condition around grid point N is calculated the same way with extra points N+1 and
N+2.
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Simulation grid field

-2 -1 0 1 2 N-2 N-1 N N+1 N+2

Two extra grid points outside the boundary

figure 3.2: Boundary grid points.

Transparency condition:

To make sure the transparency condition does not introduce disturbances in the
channel, the gradients of the 'densities' in the direction of the channel must be zero.
This will be the case when the extra boundary points outside the channel have the same
value as the boundary point:

R\ [-2] = R\ [0], Rz[-2] = Rz[0], R3 [-2] = R3 [0], R4 [ -2] = R4 [0] ,

R\ [-1] = R\ [0], Rz[ -1] = Rz[0], R3 [ -1] = R3 [0] and R4 [ -1] = R4 [0].

Solid wall condition:

The derivative ofmass density will be zero at the boundary (R1) and the gas velocity at
the boundary is zero (R2 and R3). With the assumption that the derivative of pressure
is zero we can calculate also the R4 boundary condition.

R\[-2] = R\[2], R\[-l] = R\[l] ,

Rz[-2] = 0, Rz[-l] = 0, Rz[O] = 0, R3 [-2] = 0, R3 [-1] = 0, R3 [O] = 0,

R [-2]=R [2]_R;[2]+R;[2] and R [-l]=R [l]_R;[1]+R;[1].
4 4 R\[2] 4 4 R\[l]

Symmetry condition:

At a boundary with the symmetry condition the gas 'densities' must be equal on both
sides of the boundary. Therefore the first and second order derivatives normal to the
boundary of all 'densities' must be zero. To make sure no flux can cross the
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symmetrical boundary the velocity normal to the boundary must be zero on the
boundary (on the horizontal or vertical boundary this will influence R2 or R3).

R1[-2] = R1[2], R1[-1] = Rt[l], R2 [-2] = R2 [2], R2[-1] = R2 [1],

R3 [-2] = R3[2], R3[-1] = R3[1], R4 [ -2] = R4 [2], R4 [-1] =R4 [1],

and R2 [O] =0 when the boundary is parallel to y-direction,

or R3 [O] =0 when the boundary is parallel to x-direction.

These three boundary conditions can only be used when the grid distances between the
grid points -2 until 2 are constant.

3.6 Final scheme of simulation program

In the numerical equations for the simulation program (eq. 3.10 - 3.13) only the
'density' terms are independent variables. The 'velocities', 'pressures' and sources can be
calculated from these known 'densities'. In the simulation scheme used in the program a
simulation step has two parts: first a half time step where half time step 'densities' are
calculated to find the half time step values for the 'velocities', 'pressures' and sources.
Second the full time step is calculated using the old 'density' and the half time step
values of the 'velocities', 'pressures' and sources. In this way the method is second
order accurate in time. The exact scheme is shown in table 3.1. So the final scheme has
at least fourth order accuracy in space and second order accuracy in time.
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TABLE 3.1
Final calculation scheme

Half time step
Calculate the 'velocities', 'pressures' and 'sources' as function of the old 'densities'.
(paragraph 3.3)
wn,pn,sn = f(Rn)

Calculate the halftime step, using the 'densities', 'velocities', 'pressures' and 'sources'.
(paragraph 3.4)
1. At = f(Rn W n pn sn)
2 '"

Calculate the half step 'densities' using FCTX for two dimensions with the old
'densities', 'velocities', 'pressures' and the halftime step. (paragraphs 3.1 - 3.2)
Rn+1I2.FcT =f(Rn W n pn 1.At), , , 2

Apply the 'sources' on the calculated half step 'densities' by means of a Runge Kutta
two step method, with the half time step to find the final half step 'densities'.
(paragraph 3.2)
sn+l/4 = f(Rn R n+l/2.FCT Sn 1.At)

, " 2

R n+I/2 = f( R n+l/2.FCT ,sn+1/4, t At)

Apply the boundary conditions on these half step 'densities'.
(paragraph 3.5)

Full time step
Calculate the 'velocities' and 'pressures' on the half time step, using the half time step
'densities'. (paragraph 3.3)
W n+I/2, pn+I/2 = f(Rn+I/2)

Calculate the full time step, using the half time step values of the 'velocities',
'pressures' and 'sources', and the old values of the 'densities'. (paragraph 3.4)
At = f(Rn W n+1/2 pn+I/2 sn+l/2), , ,

Calculate the full step 'densities' using FCTX for two dimensions with the old
'densities' and the half time step values of the 'velocities' and 'pressures'. (paragraphs
3.1- 3.2)
R n+I.FCT = f(Rn W n+1/2 pn+I/2 At), , ,

Apply the sources on the full step 'densities' by means of a Runge Kutta two step
method with the full time step to find the final new 'densities'. (paragraph 3.2)
sn+l/2 = f(Rn R n+I.FCT sn At), "
R n+1 = f(Rn+l.FcT,sn+l/2,At)

Apply the boundary conditions on these new full time step 'densities'.
(paragraph 3.5)

Copy the new 'densities' in the place of the old ones and start the procedure at the
beginning.
R n = R n+1
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Chapter 4 Simulation results

4.1 Testing the program

Before serious MHD simulations can be started, the simulation program must be tested
to check the accuracy and stability, and to see in what range of parameters realistic
results can be expected. The first test for the simulation program will determine the
accuracy of the FCTX method in representing the two dimensional shock and contact
discontinuities which arise at MACH numbers over 1. Also the boundary conditions
are tested here. For this test viscosity and heat-conduction will be taken zero. The
second test will check the numerical diffusion at the gradients of a temperature clot. In
this test there will be no pressure gradients, viscosity or heat-conduction to make sure
every change in shape of the clot when it moves across the grid is due to numerical
diffusion only. A third test has been made to check the influence of the heat
conduction on a moving clot and to compare the physical diffusion with the numerical
diffusion. This test was run with different grid distances. The last test shows the
heating of the gas due to viscous friction between the moving gas and a solid wall.

Test 1:

For this test a simulation is made with a MACH 3 flow in a wind tunnel containing a
step in the wall. This test is from a publication [Wo084], where different numerical
schemes are tested with it. The development of the shocks in this flow are shown in
this publication each 0.5 time units during 3.0 time units. The wind tunnel is 1 length
unit wide and 3 length units long. The step is 0.2 length unit high and is located 0.6
length units from the left hand end of the tunnel. The tunnel is assumed to have an
infinite width in the direction orthogonal to the plane of simulation. At the left is an
inflow boundary condition, and at the right all gradients are assumed to vanish
(transparency conditions). Initially the wind tunnel is filled with a (fictitious) gas which
has density 1.4, pressure 1.0, temperature 1.0 and velocity 3.0 (y = 1.4, R = 0.714, Cv
= 1.786). Along the walls of the tunnel reflecting boundary conditions are applied
(solid wall boundary condition). No special boundary treatment has been used for the
corner grid point of the step in the wall (In [Wo084] the corner point had a special
treatment because it introduced a lot of numerical noise to their simulations). The
results of the FCTX simulations (figures 4.1a - 4.1 f) are almost similar to the results
of [Wo084, p. 130 -131]. Therefore it can be concluded the FCTX method describes
convective transport accurate and that the boundary conditions satisfy.

The simulation with the FCTX was made with a grid resolution of 80 x 200, and the
results were stored on disk in 50 x 120 points (the resolution of the figures of 4.1).
Some small differences between the FCTX simulation and the example of [Wo084] can
be caused by the fact the FCTX results were calculated with a lower resolution than
was used in the publication.
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figure 4.1a: Density distribution at time 0.5.
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figure 4.1 b: Density distribution at time 1.O.
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figure 4.1c: Density distribution at time 1.5.
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figure 4.1d: Density distribution at time 2.0.
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figure 4.1e: Density distribution at time 2.5.
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figure 4.1 f: Density distribution at time 3.0.
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Test 2:

In the second test the numerical diffusion of the FCTX routine was checked. In this
test there were no pressure gradients; the temperature clot was made by decreasing the
density. The clot has a square shape to visualise the numerical diffusion clearly.
Viscosity and heat-conduction are made zero to make sure every change in shape of
the clot when it moves across the grid is due to numerical diffusion only. The
simulation was made with a Courant Number of 0.3, the total number of simulation
steps was 300. The length of the channel is 2 meters (100 grid points), the width is 0.4
meters (20 grid points) and the gas flow velocity 2000 mls. Figures 4.2a - 4.2c show
the calculation results; first the initial situation, second after 150 steps and in the third
figure the final result after 300 steps.

The numerical diffusion after 150 steps is about 3.5 grid points. After 300 steps it is
about 4.5 points. The FCTX routine smoothened in the first few calculation steps the
initial temperature gradient of 1 grid point into 3 grid points. After these first steps
further numerical smoothening becomes much slower. The velocity in y-direction is
zero and it is clear that no numerical diffusion has taken place in that direction.

The numerical diffusion is much less than possible with other schemes of the same
complexity. Also can be noticed that no under and over-shoot ripples are introduced to
the simulated field. From these results can be concluded that the FCTX routine
concerning numerical diffusion gives accurate results when the physical gasdynamic
gradients in the simulated gas flow use more than 5 grid points.
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figure 4.2a: Initial clot with steep gradients of 1 grid point.
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figure 4.2b: Clot after 150 calculation steps.

figure 4.2c: Clot after 300 calculation steps.
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Test 3:

The third test was made to check the heat-conduction in the FCTX. This test uses a
moving clot to be able to compare the physical diffusion (heat-conduction) with the
numerical diffusion. In the x-direction (flow direction) numerical and physical diffusion
will influence the number of grid points of the clot temperature gradient, in the y
direction only the physical diffusion (numerical diffusion is zero in y-direction, see test
2). When a certain simulation is repeated with an increased heat-conduction, then the
number of grid points influenced by diffusion will increase. Also when the simulation
time is increased (by decreasing the gas velocity or the channel length) more grid
points will be influenced by heat-conduction. The same will happen if the grid point
distance is decreased. A qualitative relation for the number of grid points near a
gradient in temperature that are influenced by the heat-conduction after a certain time
interval, is given in equation 4.1.

dtx k #p
--~ nts

dx
4.1

By running this diffusion test with different grid distances, it will be possible after
comparing the results to make a statement about the maximum grid-distance that can
be used with a specific velocity and heat-conduction. This to make sure numerical
diffusion is not much greater than the physical diffusion. The following test simulations
have the same gas velocity, channel length and simulation time but different grid
distances.

The (square) temperature clot is introduced by decreasing the local mass density. The
gas velocity is 2000 mis, the channel length is 0.5 meter and the simulation time is 1.5
10-4 seconds. The grid point distances vary between 10.0 mm and 2.5 mm. The heat
conduction has the turbulent flow value: 100 J/sKm (see Chapter 2). The simulation
results are shown in figures 4.3a - 4.3c. Figures 4.3a and 4.3b have the initial clot on
the left side and the clot after 1.5 10-4 seconds on the right side. Figure 4.3c only
shows the clot after 1.5 10-4 seconds.

Table 4.1 gives the diffusion results for the different grid distances. The total diffusion
includes physical and numerical diffusion. In the x-direction (flow direction) both have
influence on the total diffusion, in the y-direction direction only the physical diffusion.
The relative physical diffusion of table 4.1 shows the magnitude of the physical
diffusion compared to the numerical diffusion. The simulation with the grid distance of
2.5 mm has a physical diffusion that is about four times greater than the numerical
diffusion. The results of table 4.1 are typical for a simulation time of 1.5.10-4 seconds
with turbulent heat-conduction. The MHD simulations will have a typical simulation
time of around 6.0.10-4 seconds. So the physical diffusion will be in the same order of
magnitude as in this test. For grid point distances below 5.0 mm the physical diffusion
is greater than the numerical diffusion.
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TABLE 4.1
N "I d h " I h d"ffu"umenca an Pllyslca eat I slon

Grid point Total Diffusion: Relative Physical Diffusion:
distances #Grid Points (#yPoints) / (#xPoints - #yPoints)

x-direction y-direction
10.0 mm 5 1 0.25
5.0mm 6 3 1
2.5mm 10 8 4

J&, I~

- tlJ>....

figure 4.3a: Diffusion on a 10.0 mm x 10.0 mm grid.
Simulation time 1.5 10-4 seconds, 150 steps.

figure 4.3b: Diffusion on a 5.0 mm x 5.0 mm grid.
Simulation time 1.5 10-4 seconds, 300 steps.
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figure 4.3c: Diffusion on a 2.5 mm x 2.5 mm grid.
Simulation time 1.5 10-4 seconds, 600 steps.

The MHD simulations of paragraph 4.2 have grid distances between 2.5 mm and 5.0
mm, with a gas velocity of about 1800 mis, a calculation time of 6.0 10-4 seconds and
a turbulent heat-conduction of 100 J/sKm. In this range the numerical diffusion is much
less than the physical diffusion. Besides, in the MHD simulations the gasdynamic
gradients will not be as steep as in this test, so the numerical diffusion will become
even less important (see test 2).
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Test 4:

Test 4 shows the effect of viscosity on the gas. The difference in velocity between the
gas and a solid wall results in the increase of gas temperature and decrease of flow
velocity due to friction. Kinetic energy is transferred into heat. The viscosity for this
simulation has the turbulent value of 0.01 kg/ms. The test simulation started with a
constant temperature of 2000 K and a constant gas velocity of 1800 mls. The grid
point distances are 2.5 mm. The figures 4.4a and 4.4b show the temperature and
velocity at 5 successive moments in time between 0 and 10-4 seconds (350 simulation
steps). The left hand sides of the figures show the initial situation of the simulation, and
the most right parts the situation at the end of the simulation. Figure 4.4a shows an
increasing wall temperature (adiabatic wall). The maximum value will be reached when
the heat-conduction will be equal to the heat production of the friction. The decreasing
velocity near the wall of figure 4.4b will slowly change the flow field into a parabolic
shape.

figure 4.4a: Increasing temperature along the walls due to viscosity,
at 5 successive moments between 0 and 10-4 seconds.
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figure 4.4b: Decreasing velocity along the walls due to viscosity,
at 5 successive moments between 0 and 10-4 seconds.
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4.2 MHD simulations

To check the dependence of the MHD flow and the clot to certain parameters, a range
of simulations has been made. All these simulations have the same initial flow
conditions. The initial condition of the flow makes all gasdynarnic parameters uniform
all over the channel, except for the initial clot where temperature and density are
changed. Because there is not a pressure gradient in the channel, not a real MHD
generator channel is simulated. The clot behaviour and the cooling mechanisms are the
same, but calculated generator parameters like power output of long MHD channels
will not be accurate. To save calculation time the simulations use the symmetry
conditions and only half of the channel is simulated. The channel is 25 cm wide (12.5
cm simulated) and has in most simulations a length of 1.2 meter, the channel height is
1.0 meter. The parameters that where varied for the simulations were the viscosity, the
heat-conduction, grid size and channel length. The clot has a square shape of 12.5 cm
x 12.5 cm (12.5 cm x 6.25 cm simulated). Table 4.2 shows the initial conditions. The
electrodynamic parameters and thermodynamic parameters have the values of table
4.3. The conductivity is calculated with the polynomial function of chapter 2.

TABLE 4.2
Initial simulation conditions

Mass density rk.g/mJ ] 0.3
Pressure [Pa] 150000
Temperature [K] 2000
Velocity x-direction [m/s] 1800
Clot density [kg/mJ ] 0.171
Clot temperature [K] 3500

TABLE 4.3
dIddThermo Iynamlc an e ectro lynamlC constants

Gas constant rJ/kgK] 250
Specific heat [J/kgK] 3000
Magnetic field [Tesla] 5.0
Load factor 0.7

The first simulation (RUN1, including viscosity and heat-conduction) was performed
with a grid distance of 2.5 mm. This grid distance assures that the physical diffusion is
much larger than the numerical diffusion (paragraph 4.1). The grid size was 50 x 480
grid points. This simulation used 10 hours of calculation time on a 66 Mhz 486
computer. The memory requirement for the simulation was 8 Mbyte of RAM. The
second simulation (RUN2) was exactly the same except for the heat-conduction that
was zero. The simulations RUN3 and RUN4 were the same as RUN1 and RUN2
respectively, but without viscosity. In table 4.4 the simulation parameters of RUNI 
RUN4 are shown.

To be able to measure and visualise the convection of the original clot mass, an extra
equation was added to the scheme. This function marks the original clot area and
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follows the convective changes during the simulation. The values of this function are
either 0 (cold gas) or I (clot). During the simulation an extra call to the FCTX routine
calculates it. The calculation of the convection of the original clot mass is very
important to be able to understand if clot shape (and quality) is influenced by new
heated gas added to the clot or cold gas penetrating it (cooling). The values of this
marked area function are updated every 30 calculation steps.

TABLE 4.4
t fRUNI RUN4S' I fImu a Ion parame ers 0 ...

Simulation parameter: RUNI RUN2 RUN3 RUN4

Grid size 50 x 480 50 x 480 50 x 480 50 x 480
Grid distances 2.5 mm 2.5mm 2.5 mm 2.5mm
Channel length 1.2 m 1.2 m 1.2 m 1.2m

Heat-conduction 100.0 - 100.0 -
Viscosity 0.01 0.01 - -

Figures 4.5a - 4.5c give the calculation results of RUNI. The clot is shown 5 times
between 0.0 and 0.6 ms with 0.15 ms intervals. The left hand clot is the initial
situation, the flow direction is from left to right. The wall is on the down side of the
graphs, the symmetry condition on the upper side.

The original square clot is completely deformed by the gasdynamic and electrodynamic
interaction. First the clot velocity decreases due to the Lorenz force. The cold gas on
the upstream side of the clot is compressed and on the downstream side of the clot
decompressed. This results in a pressure gradient between the upstream and
downstream side of the clot. This pressure gradient pushes the upstream part of the
clot towards the downstream part; the clot is compressed (situation between the first
and the third clot of the figures 4.5). This compression results in a clot expansion
toward the walls, perpendicular to the flow direction (third clot of the figures 4.5).

At the same time a part of the compressed cold gas upstream is accelerated in the
'dynamic' nozzle between the clot and the walls and flows towards the low pressure
space behind the clot. This flow can reach values over 2400 mis, 25% more than
average cold gas flow velocity, disturbing the clot boundary shape. In time this flow
results in a relative vortex flow as can be seen in figure 4.5b. It is even possible some
pieces of the clot mass 'break' loose from the main clot.

013l;0'~O :°1~O :o~~: O~O Jl 0:0 :O~ :'~0§j00'1J
0.00 0.00

0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 DAD 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 1.1 0 1.20

figure 4.5a: RUNI : current density in clot. Contour distance 40kA/m .
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figure 4.5b: RUNl: calculated convection ofmarked clot area.
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figure 4.5c: RUNl: temperature. Contour distance 200 K, minimum 2500 K.

The clot velocity is slowed down by the Lorenz force (electrical power output is taken
from the kinetic energy) until the pressure gradient over the clot has reached a value
where clot velocity can stabilise. The pressure force and the Lorenz force must be
equal then, but with opposite directions. In the simulations this stable situation is not
reached because power output, flow velocity, dissipation, temperature and
conductivity influence each other.
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figure 4.6: RUNl clot velocity (solid) and gas velocity in the clot (dash).

The clot velocity is calculated using the movement of the current weighted clot centre
(eq. 4.2). For this calculation the clot is defined as a place with a current density over
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104 Nm2. Also the current weighted flow velocity of the gas inside the clot is
calculated (eq. 4.3). The results of these calculations are shown in figure 4.6. The clot
velocity decreases first to about 1500 mis, but after it increases again up to 1700 mls.
In the graphs of figure 4.5 this can be explained by the fact that the clot part at the wall
side is accelerated and flows faster than the clot centre.

4.2

4.3

The difference between the clot velocity and the gas velocity inside the clot is very
little (figure 4.6). This could indicate that very little cold gas is penetrating the clot. A
second indication for this is the fact that the current density and temperature graphs
have almost the same shape as the convected original clot area (marked area). From
these two results it can be concluded that the clot exists after 0.6 ms still mostly out of
the original clot mass. There is very little penetration of cold gas in the clot. The main
clot cooling mechanism will be the diffusion of heat by heat-conduction.

figure 4.7: Pressure distribution ofRUN1 after 4.5.10-4 seconds.

The area of high pressure in upstream direction of the clot will grow because of
accumulation of cold gas. A picture of the pressure distribution after 4.5·10-4 seconds
can be seen in figure 4.7. The shock wave that is growing in upstream direction will
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limit the number of possible clots inside the channel. In case of a real MHD flow with a
pressure gradient along the channel this shock wave will have less influence.

Figures 4.8a - 4.8c give the calculation results of RUNI - RUN4. The upper graphs
are results of RUN1, the lowest ofRUN4. The clot is shown 5 times between 0.0 and
0.6 ms with 0.15 ms intervals. The left hand clot is the initial situation.

The graphs of figure 4.8 show the differences between simulations with and without
heat-conduction and viscosity. The general flow development is the same in RUNI,
RUN2, RUN3 and RUN4, but some differences can be found and explained. RUNI is
much more smooth than the other runs because both viscosity and heat-conduction are
acting on the clot. RUN2 and RUN4 have the most deformed clot boundary. These
simulations don't include heat-conduction, and little irregularities in the clot boundary
temperature are not smoothened and can grow into large differences (figures 4.8a and
4.8c). Heat-conduction seems to be an important factor in the clot development.
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figure 4.8a: Current densities in clot. Contour distance 40kNm .
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figure 4.8b: Calculated convection of marked clot area.
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figure 4.8c: Temperature in clot. Contour distance 200 K, minimum 2500 K.
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The influence of the viscosity on the flow can be noticed when the graphs of RUN!
and RUN2 are compared with the graphs of RUN3 and RUN4 in figure 4.8a. The
boundaries of the current density graphs of the clots in the viscous flows don't reach as
near to the wall as in the flows without viscosity. In the viscous flow the velocity of
the gas flowing near the wall is reduced, reducing the effective channel width.

In table 4.5 the maximum values in RUN1, RUN2, RUN3 and RUN4 of temperature,
gas velocity and current density are shown. RUNI and RUN2 have lower values for
the maximum velocity than RUN3 and RUN4, obviously because of the viscosity. The
maximum temperature reaches the highest values in simulations RUN2 and RUN4.
These are the simulations without the heat-conduction. The local current density is
mainly function of temperature and velocity. The maximum value of current density is
reached in RUN4. Viscosity and heat-conduction have a negative influence on the
current density. The maximum cut-off value for the polynomial conductivity function
of 5000 K is never reached in the simulations.

t d 't fRUNI RUN4
TABLE 4.5
I't dtftM'axlmum va ues 0 empera ure, ve OCI [y an curren ensuy 0 -

RUN1 RUN2 RUN3 RUN4

temperature[K] 4013 4321 4062 4458
velocity [mls] 2412 2480 2538 2552

current density [Nm2 ] 305700 384100 341000 543600

Figure 4.9 shows the power output (mainly concentrated in the clot) of the simulated
MHO channel. In paragraph 4.3 the relative enthalpy extraction of the clot will be
calculated. The power output of RUNI is the lowest, together with RUN3. Both
viscosity and heat-conduction have a negative influence on the MHD channel
performance. But most important is the heat-conduction that works as a cooling
mechanism on the clot resulting in a decreasing electrical conductivity. The difference
in power output between RUNI (with diffusion terms) and RUN4 (without diffusion
terms) reaches a maximum after 4.5.10-4 seconds of more than 40%.

The grid distance has important influence on the simulation results. When the grid is
chosen too much harsh, then the numerical diffusion will be large compared to the
physical diffusion. To test the effects of such grid simulation RUN5 is made. RUN5
simulates exactly the same as RUN1, but with a grid distance of5.0 mm instead of2.5
mm. In table 4.6 the simulation parameters ofRUN5 are shown.
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figure 4.9: Power output of the clot, RUNI - RUN4.

TABLE 4.6
fRUNl dRUN5S' I'Imu atlOn parameters 0 an

Simulation parameter: RUN1 RUN5

Grid size 50 x 480 25 x 240
Grid distances 2.5mm 5.0mm

Channel 0.125mx1.2m 0.125 m x 1.2 m
Heat-conduction 100.0 100.0

Viscosity 0.01 0.01

The results of simulations RUNI and RUNS are shown in figures 4.1Oa - 4.10c. The
upper graphs are results of RUN 1, the lower of RUN5. The clot is shown 5 times
between 0.0 and 0.6 ms. The left hand clot is the initial situation.
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figure 4.1Oa: Current density in clot. Contour distance 40kA/m .
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figure 4.1Ob: Calculated convection of marked clot area.
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figure 4.10c: Temperature in clot. Contour distance 200 K, minimum 2500 K.

The shape of the clot of RUN5 in figure 4.10 is near the shape of the clot in RUNl.
But the power output is much less (figure 4.11). This is result of the numerical
diffusion which has a relative large value in RUN5. The choice ofgrid distance is very
important to make sure the physical diffusion is much larger than the numerical
(paragraph 4.1, test 3).
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figure 4.11: Power output of the clot, RUN1 and RUNS.

To see the development of the clot in a longer channel, a simulation has been made
with the same channel width of 0.125 meter and a length of 2.0 meter. If this
simulation would use the same grid distances as RUN1 (2.5 mm), it would require 16
Mbyte RAM and 40 hours of calculation time. Therefore a grid distance of 5.0 mm
was used (with the relatively large numerical diffusion).

TABLE 4.7
fRUN6S· I flfiU a IOn parameters 0

Simulation parameter: RUN6

Grid size 25 x 400
Grid distances 5.0mm

Channel 0.125 m x 2.0 m
Simulation time 1.05 ms

Heat-conduction 100.0
Viscosity 0.01

The results of simulation RUN6 are shown in figures 4.12a - 4.12c. The clot is shown
8 times between 0.0 and 1.05 ms. The left hand clot is the initial situation. The clot
shape splits after 1.4 meter and the temperature and the current density of the clot
decrease. After 1.4 meter the clot has lower quality and less power output. In reality
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this quality loss will not be that much. The simulation of RUN6 has also a lot of
numerical diffusion. In figure 4.11 the effect of this numerical diffusion can be
compared with the simulation of RUN 1 where the influence of the numerical diffusion
is relatively much less.
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figure 4.12a: Current density in clot. Contour distance 40kNm .
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figure 4.12b: Calculated convection of marked clot area.
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figure 4.12c: Temperature in clot. Contour distance 200 K, minimum 2500 K

In figure 4.13 the power output and the clot velocity of RUN6 are shown. When the
clot has a good quality, the power output and the velocity follow each other. The
mechanism will be explained in paragraph 4.3. When the clot looses quality, the
velocity can grow because the Lorenz force decreases.
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figure 4.13: RUN6: Power output and clot velocity.
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A simulation with more grid points and less numerical diffusion will have less
numerical diffusion and a better power output. But the effect of the heat-losses of a
clot are well shown by these graphs.

4.3 Discussion of simulations results

To have a stable power output of MHD channels with current carrying non
uniformity's, two equilibrium conditions must be satisfied. An equilibrium of forces
between the Lorenz force and the pressure gradient (eq. 4.4) and an equilibrium
between the cooling mechanisms and the ohmic dissipation in the clot (eq. 4.5). The
ohmic dissipation is a linear function of the clot power output (eq. 4.5 and 4.6).

Q Q 2 2k2
losses =- dissipation ~ crvXBy L

4.4

4.5

4.6

The equilibrium offorces (eq. 4.4) will satisfY in a dynamic process with a certain time
constant. The two dimensional dynamic processes can not result in a static equilibrium.
When for example the pressure gradient increases the clot will be accelerated, resulting
in an increasing Lorenz force. After some time this mechanism should lead to a new
situation with a higher constant clot velocity. The time constant of this mechanism will
be function of the clot mass.

When the clot quality (conductivity) doesn't change then the clot power output is a
quadratic function of the clot velocity. The power output will follow the clot velocity
that is (with some time constant) following the pressure gradient.

When the clot changes quality it will influence the Lorenz force, abandoning the
momentarily equilibrium offorces. After some time a new equilibrium situation will be
found with increased velocity in case ofa lower clot quality and a decreased velocity in
case of a higher clot quality.

The mechanisms that determine the clot behaviour ofRUN6 (paragraph 4.2):

1) Between 0.0 ms and 0.2 ms the clot is slowed down by the Lorenz force. The
pressure gradient starts to be built up. While the clot velocity decreases also the
clot power output and Lorenz force decrease. The time constant of these
processes is function of the clot mass.

2) At 0.2 ms a moment of equilibrium exists between the pressure and the Lorenz
force. At this moment the clot velocity reaches the lowest value. The pressure
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gradient is still growing (because the cold gas IS accumulating In upstream
direction of the slower clot).

3) Between 0.2 ms and 0.4 ms the increased pressure accelerates the current
weighted clot centre (eq. 4.2). This acceleration is mainly result of increasing
velocity of the sides of the clot near the walls. The middle of the clot (at the plane
of symmetry) reaches the dynamic force equilibrium (figure 4.12). The power
output follows the increasing current weighted clot velocity.

4) At 0.4 ms again a moment of equilibrium exists between the pressure and the
increased Lorenz force. The current weighted clot velocity reaches a maximum
value because the fast moving parts near the walls have still a good quality.

5) Between 0.4 ms and 0.7 ms the fast moving parts of the clot loose quality.
because the clot boundary length becomes long and irregular resulting in a high
loss by heat-conduction. The current density in these parts of the clot decreases
and the current weighted clot centre moves to the slower clot part (figure 4.12).
This will decrease the current weighted clot velocity and so will the power
output. An equilibrium between the forces only exists in the clot part near the
plane of symmetry.

6) After 0.7 ms the current weighted clot velocity increases while the power output
decreases. From equation 4.5 we see this means that the quality (conductivity) of
the clot must decrease sharply. Now at high velocities the Lorenz force will be
less than the pressure force. so the clot velocity is mainly determined by the
gasdynamics.

The clot will during it's existence give a fluctuating power output (when the load factor
and magnetic field are not changed). in search for an equilibrium between the pressure
gradient and the Lorenz force. To stabilise the clot it can be useful to make the load
factor of the MHO channel depending on the place of the clot. To start with a high
load factor to have less decreasing of clot velocity; then a lower load factor when the
pressure gradient increases to also increase the Lorenz force; to finish with a load
factor that is just low enough to maintain the clot temperature.

The load factor is important in MHD generation with non-uniformity's. When the load
factor is too high (near 1.0) the clot temperature will decrease due to heat-conduction.
In practise an MHO channel can not function with a load factor less than 0.7. To
calculate the load factor which can be obtained. first an estimation must be made for
the heat losses of the clot.

Clot penetration by cold gas and heat-conduction are taken responsible for the heat
losses. Although penetration of cold gas into the clot is found to be small (simulation
results of paragraph 4.2), it is automatically taken into the calculation by the definition
of the clot location. For the location of the clot is chosen the space where the clot
marked area has a value over 0.5. To calculate the total heat losses the total clot
enthalpy is calculated after 0.6 ms simulation time of RUN I and RUN2 (simulations
with and without heat-conduction). The values of total clot enthalpies after 0.6 ms are
the values of the original clot enthalpy at time zero, plus the value of the ohmic
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dissipation, minus the heat-conduction and cold gas penetration, numerical diffusion
and the viscous effects (eq. 4.7).

The dissipation in the clot can be taken as linear function of the power output and the
load factor (eq. 4.8). When the viscosity influence and the numerical diffusion are
estimated equal for RUN1 and RUN2, then the average losses by heat-conduction and
cold gas penetration can be calculated (eq. 4.9).

H61 H61
~ _ c101.RUN2 - c1ol.RUN! + P _ P

looses - ~t diss.RUN2 di.....RUN!
4.9

The clot energies for RUN1 and RUN2 are 20.7 kJ and 18.1 kJ. The load factor is 0.7,
the time step is 0.6 ms and the dissipation has average values of 3.0 MW for RUN1
and 3.4 MW for RUN2. The calculated (very rough) estimation for the average heat
losses is 4.3 MW ! In a more accurate simulation also the radiation losses must be
added to the average heat losses. In paragraph 2.1 these losses are estimated to be
about 0.7 MW (with a clot boundary surface of 0.5 m2). Neglecting the radiation
losses was acceptable for this simulation.

The heat losses in the simulation of RUN1 were greater than the ohmic dissipation.
This means that the load factor of 0.7 may be not low enough, specially in the last part
of the channel. The losses will decrease if the chosen turbulent heat-conduction of
100.0 J/kgK (maximum value!) is less in reality. Also will bigger MHD channels have
relatively less problems with heat-conduction, because the clot area will increase
quadratic while clot boundary surface will increase linear. This could not be simulated
because the grid distance would have to be increased (or computer memory), and that
would increase the relative importance of numerical diffusion.

4.4 Enthalpy extraction

The simulation program was not designed to find enthalpy extraction values for real
MHD channels because a constant channel width and uniform pressure were used. In
special (future) simulations a real channel should be simulated to calculate the real
enthalpy extraction. The enthalpic efficiency can be calculated by dividing the power
output by the total energy input (eq. 4.10).

4.10
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Chapter 5 Conclusions

The numerical method of Flux Corrected Transport can be used to simulate the set of
conservation equations with heat-conduction and viscosity (Navier Stokes equations).
When the distances between the grid points of the simulation are chosen small enough,
then the numerical diffusion can be relatively small compared to the physical diffusion
(heat-conduction). The electrodynamics of the MIlD channel can be included by
adding two sources to the conservation equations.

Viscosity and heat-conduction have a negative influence on the quality of the non
uniformity. The power output of the WID channel in simulations with heat
conduction and viscosity is less than in simulations without. Especially the heat
conduction has this negative effect. Viscosity decreases effective channel width,
reducing effective clot area. To find realistic simulation results these effects can not be
neglected. Radiation losses will decrease the quality of the non-uniformity even more.

The clot changes shape by convection. The penetration of cold gas into the clot, and
the heating of cold gas do not have so much influence on the clot shape. This means
that the power output of an MHO generator will not change much when only the clot
is seeded with caesium or potassium, instead of all the gas in the channel. The amount
of seeding material can be reduced.

For a constant power production two equilibrium conditions must be satisfied:
pressure gradient versus Lorenz force and heat losses versus ohmic dissipation. The
first condition satisfies in a dynamic way, not resulting in a static equilibrium. To
satisfy the second condition the load factor of the MHO generator must be small
enough. In the simulation of a long channel a value of 0.7 was not small enough, but
that could partly be caused by numerical diffusion. In reality also the value of the
turbulent heat-conduction can be less than used for the simulations, and with a bigger
channel the heat-conduction will have less influence.

The simulation program that was written can not give accurate predictions for the
enthalpy extraction of the MHO generator with clots. The program was specially
written for the simulation of the mechanisms around the clot and doesn't take channel
divergence into account. Further the radiation losses and variation of heat capacity
should be introduced.
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Appendix A: Conductivity functions

Exponential function:

with: a o = 1.83·105
10 = 2.6.104

Polynomial function:

If T < 2000 then a = 0

Else: a = ABs[(a1 +a2T+a3T
2 +a4T3)C~5 pfJ

with: a1 = 89.1
a2 = -6.16·103
a3 = -2.01.106

a4 = S.30·109

as = -0.629
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